You never get a second chance
to make a good first impression
2022 Enquiry Experience Tracker
UK & Ireland Information Pack
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A syndicated mystery shopping and
benchmarking program for universities

The Enquiry Experience Tracker is a research
programme designed to help universities
understand how well they respond to enquiries
from prospects.
Posing as prospective home and international
students, we place course enquiries through
your key channels and analyse the responses.
We score and benchmark the experience
against other competitors globally so you can
better understand your performance.

UK & Ireland 2022

2022 research is open to institutions in key education destinations
UK
Ireland
Australia
New Zealand
Canada
USA
Europe
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We test core enquiry channels with enquiries from
a broad set of student personas
Mystery shopping will be
conducted in May 2022.
Six prospective student
personas will represent both
domestic and international
students across key
markets.
Enquiries will be placed with
each institution through a
range of enquiry channels,
including live chat, phone,
peer-to-peer (e.g.
Unibuddy) and web form.

UK & Ireland 2022
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We score against
today’s standard for
effective student
engagement

Enquiry Experience Score

Mystery shopping will be assessed
against 14 criteria including
findability, responsiveness, clarity,
personalisation and sentiment.
The scoring methodology has been
developed by Edified’s digital
communication experts and
informed by the latest behaviour and
conversion insights from UniQuest.

UK & Ireland 2022
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You’ll get a personalised report to help understand
your performance and identify opportunities
ü Benchmark your service
levels with local and global
competitors
ü Identify how well you are
meeting student needs and
expectations
ü Pinpoint areas of strength
and competitive advantage
ü Get recommendations to
optimise the prospective
student experience

UK & Ireland 2022
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Gain perspective through
competitor benchmarking
UniQuest standard of excellence

UK average

The Enquiry Experience Score ranges from 0 to 100.
The maximum score indicates an optimal enquiry
experience was delivered to prospective students.

Group averages

Good
Country averages

0

100

Poor

Global average

UK & Ireland 2022

Excellent
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The Enquiry Experience Tracker is a must-have for
any data-driven student recruitment team
All UK and Irish higher education institutions are
invited to join the 2022 Enquiry Experience Tracker.
Register by 31 March 2022 and you’ll be part of the
mystery shopping and receive a personalised
benchmarked report to support your student
recruitment strategies.

UK & Ireland 2022

Participation is simple
1. Register your institution at edified.com.au/eet
2. Complete a short questionnaire
3. Edified conducts the field work and evaluation
4. Edified sends you. A final report in October

The cost to participate is £2450.
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Frequently asked questions
Who is Edified?

How much effort is involved for institutions?

Edified is a specialist research, consulting and delivery company focused
exclusively on the education industry. We are dedicated to assisting
education providers and promoters globally to dramatically improve
results in student acquisition, student retention, student experience and
student success.

Participation in the Enquiry Experience Tracker is simple. After registering, you’ll
receive a short questionnaire to complete on behalf of your institution. This will
ask you to share some basic information about your institution, such as enquiry
channel details. It will take around 15 minutes.

Our partners each have 20+ years of experience working within education
providers, government and service providers to the education sector. We
are results oriented, using our expertise, energy and partnerships with
curated service providers to help our clients gain ground quickly.
Learn more at www.edified.com.au

Who is UniQuest?
UniQuest partners with higher education institutions to bring all the
capabilities needed to deliver personalised student engagement journeys
at scale and without interruption, no matter what.
Acting as an extension of your Student Recruitment team, we apply the
insights, an expert team, and the technology platform to deliver proactive
and personal support for every student. Our proven approach maximises
conversion at every step from enquiry to enrolment.
Learn more at www.uni-quest.co.uk

From there, Edified will manage all field work, analysis and benchmarking. You
simply need to wait until October, when you’ll receive a personalised report
with your results.

Is this a one-off or annual piece of research?
The Enquiry Experience Tracker is an annual research project. You can
participate as often as you like. Those who participate regularly will benefit by
being able to measure the impact of any changes made and see year on year
shifts in performance relative to competitors.

What sort of report can we expect?
You’ll get a personal report with your institution’s results and benchmarking
against competitors. You’ll also get qualitative feedback on a selection of
communications, plus tactical recommendations that you can implement to
improve your performance.
For more information, download a sample report from 2021 (pdf).

When will I be invoiced? Does the price include VAT?
You will be invoiced by Edified shortly after registering your institution. Edified is
an Australian business so no VAT will be charged.
UK & Ireland 2022
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Frequently asked questions
Which personas are included in the 2022 UK & Ireland research?
In 2022, the UK & Ireland research will include two home student personas
and four international students. Refer to page 3 of this document for more
information on student types, channels and markets covered this year.

How are the mystery shopping personas and scenarios
developed?
Mystery shopping personas are informed by UniQuest trend data based
on a sample of over 300,000 prospective student enquiries handled on
behalf of UniQuest client universities in 2021.

Can we customise the personas or other elements to meet
specific needs of our institution?
Typically, institutions participate in the Enquiry Experience Tracker so that
they can benchmark their performance against others. To achieve this, we
need to ensure a level of standardization across participating institutions.
If you have specific requirements that need to be met, please get in touch
so we can understand them. It might be necessary to scope a bespoke
piece of research.

Which contact details will the mystery shoppers use when making
enquiries to universities?
Mystery shoppers will also place enquiries using contact details specified by
you. When you register for the Enquiry Experience Tracker, you will be asked to
complete a short questionnaire to provide the necessary details.
Mystery shoppers are also asked to review your website and locate the
contact details they believe are most relevant for their enquiry. This
information is used to evaluate findability of your enquiry channels.

What happens if our institution doesn’t have a particular enquiry
channel (e.g. live chat)?
Where a particular enquiry channel is not offered by an institution, it will not be
mystery shopped or benchmarked. The Enquiry Experience Score will be
calculated based on the channels that were mystery shopped.
The exception to this is web form and email:
• If a web form is not offered, an email can be substituted.
• If email is not offered, a web form can be substituted.
This substitution is permitted because both channels deliver a comparable
experience for students and can therefore be evaluated side by side.

UK & Ireland 2022
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Frequently asked questions
How long do the mystery shoppers wait for a response?

Who will we be benchmarked against?

There is a maximum allowable response time set for each channel. After
this time was exceeded, mystery shoppers abandon their enquiry and
score the institution 0 for responsiveness, communication quality, followup and impact.

Institutions are benchmarked against the UniQuest standard of excellence as
well as aggregate competitor scores. Depending on the profile of your
institution, this may also include country or group (e.g. Russell Group) level
benchmarking . Global benchmarks will be included for international student
personas.

The response time is counted as the time between the enquiry being
initiated and the time the mystery shopper is connected with someone
who can help with their enquiry (i.e. an actual response, not an
automated reply).
The maximum allowable response time is set by channel:
• Live chat and phone: 15 minutes

What do we do after getting the results?
Your report will include personalised recommendations to help you improve
your enquiry services. If you’d like to discuss your results or have questions
about the recommendations you can get in touch via eet@edified.com.au.
If you’d like assistance implementing recommendations or further advice,
Edified provides a range of consultancy services in this arena such as
Communications Audits and Student Journey Strategy projects. UniQuest
offers outsourced enquiry and conversion services to support institutions from
enquiry through to enrolment.

• Peer-to-peer and WeChat: 5 days
• Email and web form: 3 weeks
Live chat and phone enquiries are only placed during UK business hours.
If any technical or connection errors are encountered, a second attempt
will be made.

UK & Ireland 2022
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Summary of 2021 results

11

2021 research round

54

4

14

6

Universities

The Enquiry Experience Tracker
was launched in 2021 and
delivered in partnership by Edified
and UniQuest.

Assessment
criteria

Enquiry
channels

Student
personas

Download the UK Report
edified.com.au/post/
webinar-2021-eet-results
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2021 research scope
Broad sample across the UK
The inaugural research round included a total of
54 universities. 53 of these were UK institutions,
representing approximately 40% of all UK
universities.

10

8

8

Refer to the Appendix for a list of universities.
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Overall scores were ‘good’ given the difficult year
UK average

Country average

57

Country average

54

59

n=53

n=6

n=4

Group average

Group average

Group average

60

54
n=10

n=8

53
n=8
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Results varied widely across the sample
100

Highest university score 84

90
80

Most universities scored
between 40 and 70 out of
100.
Universities with very low
scores typically received
these ratings because
mystery shoppers did not
receive responses to most
or all their enquiries.

70
60
50
40
30
20
10

Lowest university score 13

0
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Overall UK Enquiry Experience Score
The 2021 UK Enquiry Experience
Score is 57 out of 100.

Key findings
• Universities generally scored
well for enquiry channels
offering a range of options
that were mostly easy to find.
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It represents the average of
the Enquiry Experience Scores
achieved by each UK
university in the study.

9

57
31

2

• The lowest scoring area was
follow-up, meaning most
mystery shoppers did not
receive further contact from
universities after their initial
enquiry was resolved.
• An average score was
achieved in responsiveness,
brought down because of
enquiries that did not receive
a response.
• There is an opportunity to
improve communication by
increasing persuasiveness
and personalisation.
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A closer look at results by persona
The average scores across the UK for each persona

Key findings
UK — School leaver

UK — Mature age

Live chat
Undergraduate

50

UK average

UK average

Nigeria — School leaver

n=31

56

Web form
Postgraduate

UK average

India — Professional

Web form
Postgraduate

UK average
n=53

60

n=32

US – College student

Email
Undergraduate

UK average

48

n=32

n=20

UK — Professional

Phone
Undergraduate

55

Live chat
Postgraduate

UK average

67

• Across the UK, postgrads
recorded slightly higher
scores than undergrads.
• Email-based enquiry
responses were rated
more consistently than
enquiries through realtime channels like live chat
and phone.
• There was high variability
in the experiences
recorded by mystery
shoppers over phone and
live chat. Remote working
may have impacted these
channels in 2021.

n=19

Note: persona scores do not include the channel
availability rating but have been indexed to 100 for
comparative purposes.
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Recommendations
The Enquiry Experience Tracker
indicates that UK universities are
meeting many student needs at the
time of enquiry.

Gain visibility of
response times across
channels and student
types.

Communicate the
benefits of studying
with your university.

Explore new
channels like
live web chat and
mobile messaging.

Follow-up with
prospective students
within 5 days of their
enquiry.

However, there is a wide gap between
current practice and excellence.
There are some simple tactical
improvements universities can make
to deliver a better enquiry experience
and positively impact conversion.
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2022 Enquiry Experience Tracker

You never get a second
chance to make a
good first impression.
All UK and Irish higher
education institutions
are invited to join the
2022 Enquiry
Experience Tracker.

Register by 31 March
edified.com.au/eet

Mystery shopping will
be conducted in May
and results released
in October 2022.
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Thank you

Natalie Letcher
Chair and Co-founder
UniQuest
natalie@uni-quest.co.uk

Elissa Newall
Partner
Edified
elissa@edified.com.au
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